Ruggers punished
by Nash Robbins

Visitors to Johnson Pond enjoy the evening sunset.
photo by Tina Zabriskie

Four members of the Holy
Cross Rugby team who were
suspended from that school after
harassing a Colby woman and
causing $1400 worth of vandalism
here had their sentences reduced
this week , according to Colby
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger. The students appealed their
original sentence , and it was
redu ced to a multi-point
disciplinary action.
The four students are no longer
allowed to live on campus. Nor
are they allowed to visit the pub
there , or any of the residential
areas without permission from the
Dean of Students. They are not
allowed to attend parties in the
dormitories , or other social events
held by the school , although they

Parents visit a success
by Laura Lane
and Bill Donahue
Wha t makes Colby a good college? That was the questio n ad-

dressed over Paren t 's Weekend in a varie ty of talks and special program s for t he u pp erclassrnen 's parents .
The p ro gram star t ed Fri da y wi t h t he paren t s' visitation to classes,
bu t t he official be ginnin g was Sa t urday mornin g when P residen t

Cotter and his wife Linda held a reception in the Colby Art Museum.
A t 9:00am , paren t s st reamed in t o t he mu seum and one by one
cha tted for a few minutes with the presiden t and his wife. Coffee
and donu ts were served and and many people browse d through the
gallery munching and sipping.
Given Audi torium was filled by 9:45am., when President Cotter
began his talk on the status of the college. His first topi c was changes
in facul ty and curriculum. Many changes resulted from an overseers
committee that visited Colby last year. The committee found
strengths and weaknesses in each department and suggested several
chan ges. For example , Career Services was greatly improved.
Another change was the increase of computer terminals on campus
from 23 in 1979 to 120 in 1983. The plan to enlarge Colby 's computer capability, like all planned improvements at Colby, wen t
through rigorous review to make sure only necessary changes were
made.
Another issue Pre sident Cotter addressed is the possible course
reduc tion for students. "S tudents at Colby 'have a typical courseload compared t o ot her Inst it ut ions, " he said. Because there is a
risk that students would take fewer elcctives , thus undermining the
school' s liberal ar ts philosophy, this issue is quite controversial
The controversial! ty pales next to the Residential Life issue,
however . President Cotter put the fraterni ty issue into perspective
by notin g that out of 1600 students , 200 of them live in fraternities.
Next , lie Introduced Colby 's theme for this year , Celebra ting Diversity and Confronting Intolerance , and expressed the importance of
"raisin g consciousness '.' on social issues. The end of the president' s
remarks consisted of figures that proved most interesting , The audience bohed and nahed when he told how much the Endowment
Fund has incr eased: from $29 million In 1982 to $46 million in 1983.
Then President Cotter opened up the floor to the guests of the
campus.
.
The first question was about evaluating teaching quali ty. Cotter
replied that there are thre e questionnaires given to students at the
end of the semester in each class, the subj ect prompted a question

abou t tenured professors. Cotter 's reply described the merit system
which he called " acriminou s", since many feelings are hurt within
t he facul ty . Ano t her p aren t was curious abou t Co lb y 's study programs in Asia. Though Colby itself does not organize a program ,
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Student aid
servic e formed
There is a new studen t support
service on campus this year , aimed a t givin g immedia t e advice t o
anyone in need . "If you don 't
know wha t to do about something
or wan t to report it without exposin g yourself , you can call us,"
said Joy Valvano , who organized
the Student Advocates last year
alon g with Kathy Shaw and Rlc
Craig, who is presen tly Director
of Rober ts Union.
One of the three of them will be
on du ty 24 hours each day, ready
to help anyone who needs it.
"If a student is sexually abused or verbally harassed , and
doesn 't know what to do about it ,
they can call us," expained
Valvano. The service will let people know the options open to
them, acting as an emergency
referral service, But Valvano also
pointed other ways that the Advocates will help people.
* 'A lot of times there is a lot of
guilt nnd self-doubt built up from
an incident of harassement ," sit e
sold. "We can help get it put In

t he op en , and help people involved to not feel that guilt. Jus t
talking about things help. " The
service is , however , totally confiden tial. "We won 't ever t alk
about it amon g ourselves , unless
t he person says it 's all ri ght," said
Valvano.
The Advoca tes* will not be acting as counselors though. "We 'll
basicly just refer people to other
services they might need ," said
Valvano.
Fur t hermore , they arc not on
call just for sexually-related incidents. "Say someone broke your
window ," said Valvano , "you
could call us abou t that too."
Shaw , Crai g and Valvano asked the adminis tr atiorfto start the
pro gram last year , in a list of
demands drawn up durin g stud ent
protests. The pro tests rose from
studen ts' feelings th at the administration was not telling them
about many of the sexual incidents, such as peeping toms or
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may petition to have this ban
lifted next year , according to a
reporter from the Holy Cross
'• Crusader. "
In addition , each student must
'
w
ork
for a total of 27 hours the
,
first semester and 37 second
semester , reporting on weekends
to the college's Safety and Security department , which will supervise them. They must also attend
two educational programs , one on
sexual harassment and one on
alcohol intervention.
The students will also pay a fine
of $100 each to Colby, as well as
signing letters of apology to the
school and to the individuals involved. Finally, they are no longer
allowed to attend over-night
rugby events , said the reporter.
"My initial reaction was surprise , "sai d Seitzinger , "! was
dish eartened when I heard the
suspensions had been lifted. When
I heard the extent of the sanctions ,
though , I felt better. They are
meaningful. "
The four students were identified by Colby witnesses at the request of the Holy Cros s adminis t ra t ion. The college 's Dean
of Students , Father Markey,
brou ght 14 students here . He accompanied Deans Seit zin ger and
Earl Smit h in t alkin g t o t hem in

the health center , three at a time,
for 10 to 15 minutes per group,
said Seitzinger. Peter Chenevert ,
Head of Security for Colby, sat
with the Colby students on th e
other side of a one-way mirror , a
procedure -never used before .
Father Markey did talk to the Colby students , said Seitzinger , and
the Holy Cross stud ents were
aware they were being observed .
The four students were charged with harassi ng a Colby woman
and several acts of vandalism
committed while they were her e
on the night of Sept. 16, prior to
playing in a tou rnament over that
weekend. Witnesses saw them tear
out trees at Roberts Union , rip a
telephone off the wall in Averill ,
and damage a fire extinquisher in
Phi Delt. It is also believed tha t
they ripped out a sink in Roberts ,
although no witnesses saw it happen. "When they left , the damage
had been done, " explained
Chenevert. "It hadn 't been done
before they got ther e."
Wi t nesses were able t o conne ct
the group with Holy Cross since
they were wearing the school' s
colors on their rugby shirts , man y
of them wore Holy Cros s jackets ,
and " t hey made no beef abou t
where they were from. They
broadcas t it around , " said
Chenevert.
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by Joe Baker

Literacy test given
A quantitative literacy test was administered to Middlebury
College freshmen this year.
The college administered the test as a result of a faculty vote
last spring to examine the possibility of a quantitative literacy
requirement at Middlebury. Quantitative literacy encompasses
many areas of the natural sciences which many professors
believe graduates should know about. Basic computer skills,
logic, graphing and economics are incuded among these areas.
The test was designed to analyze one's "ability to think clearly, reason logically and handle simple quantitative concepts,"
said dean of sciences, Robert Gleason.
The Middlebury Campus

Bates' nuke forum
The Bates College Representative Assembly (RA) allocated
$450 to the Bates College Colloquium on Nuclear Weapons
and Arms Contol on September 26.
The recently formed colloquium has planned a series of
speakers and forums intended to "foster well informed discussion on the nuclear predicament from a variety of points of
view. "
The Bates Student

CHUCK hazing
Maine state legislator Mary Small and Eileen Stevens,
founder of the Committee to Halt Senseless College Killings
„(CHUCK) expressed their desire to institute anti-hazing laws
to University of Southern Maine students on September 22.
Small was motivated to rally for an anti-hazing law when
she learned of a hazing related death at a fraternity house in
Ithaca, NY, where her brother had once been a member.
Stevens' involvement was due to the death of her son, Chuck,
in hazing related incidents. He died during the first day of hell _
week at an Alfred University fraternity due to overconsumption of alcohol.
- The University of Southern Maine Free Press

Nat ional

Walensa wins Nobel
Nearly six hours after the fact , state-run Polish radio announced that Lech Walensa won the Nobel Peace Prize. The
broadcast coupled the announcement with a jab at the labor
leader. It claimed previous Nobel Prize winners were politicians whose policies were "not peaceful. " Walensa claimed
that he will give the cash award to Poland 's Roman Catholic
church.
•

Reagan keeps Watt
President Reagan said Interior Secretary James Watt 's
description of members of a department panel as "a black,
a woman , two Jews and a cripple " was "stupid."However,
he said that the remark was not sufficient reason to have Watt
removed from office.
I

The Colby 2000 campaign has raised 13.5 million dollars in two
and a half years, exceeding the half-way mark in its effort to raise
25 million dollars. Furthermore, over 1 million dollars has been
received by the annual giving fund , the first time that much money
has been raised by Colby in one year, according to Sid Farr, Vice
President of Development.
The 2000 campaign is actually two fund raising drives at once,
explained Farr. One of them, the Capital Fund Raising Drive, aims
to increase Colby's endowment by 20 million dollars. The other aims
to keep up annual giving to the tune of five million dollars over
the five year campaign, at an average of one million eacb year. Normally, annual giving falls off when a determined effort is made to
bring in funds for the endowment of a college, explained Farr. Colby,
he said , is essentially asking alumni to give twice; one large gift to
the endowment as well as the normal annual giving.
This annual income goes directly to Colby's budget. "Your tuition actually costs $2500 to $3000 more than you pay, " said Farr,
"the annual giving funds pay for that. "
The 20 million dollars will be split in two, according to present
plans. $12 million will be used ifor student financial aid, faculty
research and support, program enrichment, library acquisitions and
in other academic areas. $8 million is to pay for construction and
new equipment, including library computers , and electron
microscope, energy conservation and utility work and other physical
improvements.

D.C. semester
instituted

in residence, which this spring is
Guenter Weissberg of the German
department.
MacKenzie stated that the program arose because of student
concern over the academic quality of some programs available in
Washington. Students felt that
some of these programs were not
comparable to Colby. Sonya
Rose, Associate Dean of the college, then worked with the
Washington Center to coordinate
this program.

by Enc Piper

Beginning this spring Colby will
have an accredited program for its
students in Washington D.C.
Designed as -an internship in
cooperation with American
University and the Washington
center, it is open to students in any
major.
The program should have the
same rigorous academic atmosphere as Colby, according to
Nancy MacKenzie, Assistant
Director of Career Services. The
student's internship will be worth
To qualify, students must write
nine nongraded credits, and the two essays and have two letters of
Washington center 's seminar recommendation, one of them
another three. The only graded written by a Colby professor. All
credits will come from the applicants are then reviewed by a
tutorials or independent projects committee chaired by Dean
overseen by the Colby professor Archibald.
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The 2000 campaign is split into three phrases. A large part of the
gifts pledged have been in the Major Gifts category ($100,000 and
above). Foundation grants are doing 60 percent better than planned and matching grants from the National Endowment for the
Humanities, the Kregge Foundation and the Pew National Trust
are returning $1.23 on every dollar donated towards the library.
The second phase of the campaign is beginning this autumn.
Special gifts, ($10,000 to $100,000) will be the focus of alumni gatherings in metropolitan areas around the country beginning with an
October 19 campaign dinner in New York City.
The third, "General Gift ," effort will be implemented in 1984,
and will focus on gifts of $10,000 or less.

RLC, Stu-A
form union
by Josh Shapiro
Colby students voted last spring to merge the Residential Life
Council (RLC) with the Student Association (Stu-A). The union took
effect at the beginning of this school year.
A seven member Stu-A executive Board heads the RLC, whose
main function now involvesmaking decisions about academic, financ ial , and social issues around campus:
According to the RLC chairperson Kaiya Vittands, the RLC has
more power this year than last. The combination of the two groups
should give more widespread representation to Colby students than
in previous years.
"The main function of RLC representatives before was to allot
money for parties and social events. The Stu-A handled most other
affairs, including student activities and clubs," explained Vittands.
Now each RLC member (one or two representatives from each dorm)
belongs to one of three commitees: Finance, Entertainment, or
Affairs.
"The Finance Committee allots Stu-A budgets to clubs and activities, the Entertainment Committee makes decision about parties and other events, and the Affairs Committee deals with social
and academic life issues," said Vittands.
The Executive Board makes recommendations to each of the committees, who in turn discuss them. Finally, the committees put forth
their proposals and ideas before the RLC General Assembly.
The Assembly is composed of every member of the RLC . and
the Stu-A Executive Board. A proposal goes into effect only with
a majority vote of the Assembly.
This year's Stu-A budget for clubs and activities is $126,000; of
this, $8,500 goes to the RLC for social events. . " ' '
The Stu-A Executive Board is headed by Executive Chairpersoi.
Robert Fast. RLC Chairperson Vittands heads the General
Assembly.
Other members of the Executive Board are Treasurer (and head
of Finance Committe) Ted Jenkins, Committee Chairperson Doug
Terp, Social Life Chairperson (and head of Entertainment Committee) Wendy Lapham, Cultural Life Chairperson, Leon Buck, and
Academic Life Chairperson (also head of Affairs Committee), Robin
Venditti ,
RLC General Assembly meetings take place every Wednesday at
7:00 p.m. in Robbins Room of Robert's Union. Everyone is welcome
.
to attend.
••
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Foreign Programs
University of Florence. Classes offered include ar t hist or y, I talian
cookin g, and langua ge in classical
and curren t song. As in the Mexican program , various trips are
organized to help the student absorb the forei gn culture.
Students live with families who
have volun teered their homes.
"Here is where studen ts get the
most p rac t ice in speakin g the
language ," says Modern Forei gn
Lan guages ' Director Jonathan
Weiss. "Even st uden ts who had
never spoken a word of Spanish
came back last year spea kin g
fluently. It' s a great oral
program. "
Weiss feels Colby benefi tt ed
greatly from the Mexican program. "Ever y year Colby get s a
t eacher 's assistant from Cuernavaca who provides a focal point
for Spanish act ivities on campus.
Since t he init ial t ri p, the number
of Spanish majors has increased
so more students have become involved in Spanish-oriented campus events. " Because of this success, a new pro gram in France is
being designed for next year 's

by Katie Colbert
Colby is offerin g new ways for
students to fulfill their foreign
language requirement. Programs
in Cuernavaca , Mexico and
Florence , I taly are available to
freshmen who wish to spend their
fall semester st ud ying abroad.
P rofessor Henr y Holland set u p
the Cuernavaca program in 1982.
He accom panied t he grou p t o
Mexi co and is presen tly in char ge
of t he second Cuerna vacan t ri p .
T he Florence pro gram is a new
addition , wit h Prof essor Charl es
Fer guson direc t ing the I talian
venture.
The trips are limited to 30
students. The accompanying Colby professor grades all exams and
assigns the final grades t o his
American students. Classes are
held in the foreign tongue and the
program director is available for
su pp or t instruc tion. In addi tion to
learnin g the lan gua ge, students
learn t he histor y and culture of
their temporary home. It is meant
to be an intense immersion program in a forei gn civiliza tion.
The Cuernavaca program involves a 13 week session. Students
take sue courses which amoun t to
16 hours of Colby credit. Each
lan gua ge class has a maximum of
five students . There are monthly
fies tas , informal cookin g classes ,
man y dail y explora tor y tri ps, and
at least three overni ght excursions
planne d for the semester.
The Florence program is
cent ered around a priva te school
for forei gners , the 'Ins titute
Michelan gelo '. Students take
courses from both Colby professors and instructors from the

freshman class.
Generall y, the programs are only available t o freshmen bu t t his
year there are two upperelassmen

involved. Weiss allowed the
st uden ts t o par t icipate because
"they felt they couldn 't learn a
forei gn language here. " Their
presence is experimen t al and
could eventually help the trips expand. Weiss feels "these programs should be available t o
everybody , I'd like to see every
Colby st uden t involved in a
forei gn culture. "
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New postwoman
by Karen Jo Giammusso

Co l by 's new postmistress Ellie Clark.
photo by Lisa Kuzia

The classes were held in Woods
Hole , Mass. and ran ged from
celest ial navi ga t ion t o nau t ical

Have you ever dreamed of
spending six weeks cruising on a
125 foot sailboa t? Well, t hat' s exactly what two Colby students did
last semester . Seniors Colin Cook
and Lynn MacLean participated
in the SEA semester program ,
which includ ed six weeks of onshore classroom study and
another six weeks on board "The
Westward ", a 125 foot sailboat.

science. The y prepared 24
students for a deep sea research
voyage. Participants learned
about the back ground history of
the sea as well as practical skills
such as the physics of sailing.
Classroom knowled ge is put to
t he test when the studen ts and ' l 1
staff members set sail from Key
Wes t , Florida. .The first two
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by Gail Usher

The Financial Aid Office is contemplating replacing the present
system of centralized control
through its office of campus job
assignments with a free-market
system. Under the proposed plan ,
an y st uden t desirin g a j ob would
apply directly to the employers on
campus.
This idea has been preci pit ated
by t he lar ge increase in j obs
available , leadin g financial aid officers t o wonder whe t her t heir
continued involvement in the process is necessar y.'
Presen t ly, matching between

employer and student goes
t hrou gh t h e Financial Aid O ffice
which , prior to this year , was
necessar y t o ensure t ha t all aid
students attained jobs. This year ,
however , it is projected that only
500 of the estimated 1000 jobs will
be held by aid recipients.

tion tor students unable to seek
out a job on their own. In addit ion , the office would still have
full con t rol over p lacin g
freshman , probabl y by reservin g
a fixed number of jobs in food
service , the library , et c.
Susan Sheehan and Susan
Rober t s, both financial aid ofUnder the new plan , employers ficeri , have been in t erviewin g
would receive a list of all students. campus employers about the proThey would be expected to use posed plan . So far the response
this list as a reference tool in selec- has been mixed. Some employers
t ing their st uden t s, makin g sure prefer the convenien ce under the
that a reasonab le percentage of presen t syst em while ot hers favor
the students they select are on aid. t he oppor t uni t y of select ing t heir
The Financial Aid Office would own students.
When t he int erviews of all 70
still provide its intermediary func-

weeks are spent under the dire ction of the officers . Gra dually,
students take on more responsibility of running the vessel. By
the final two weeks, the boat is being sailed solely by the students.
A close team feeling develops between everyone on board. While at
sea , the st uden ts continue their
studies and are responsibl e for
their own meals as well , as bein g
on watch and wor king in the
engine room.

Students who have participated
in SEA semester ore extrem ely enthusiastic about it. People from
all over the countr y take part ,
with no previous sailing skills required. Up to IS credits can be
earned while sailing from Key
Vest , through the Gulf of Mexico and up the Easte rn seaboard.
Stops along the way include
Miami and Bermud a. The final
por t is In Woods Hole , Mass.
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The Wes tward sal Is under student 's
direc tion In the SEA semester.
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Newj ob system conside red

Students summer on boat
by Lynne Fuller

"More goodies I " says Ellie
Clark wit h a smile as she hands
over the brown paper-wrapped
package. Her warmth and cheer
are only par t of the charm she has
added to the Colby campus.
With just a month' s experienc e
behind her , the new supervisor of
the Robert 's Union Post Office
has alr eady changed its atmosp her e . She has brou ght
fri endliness and concern that is
widely appreciated by students.
"You can 't help but be friendly
here , especially with Ric across the
hall. The students make such a
happy atmosphere. "
Ellie worked for nine years in
the du plication center in Eustis,
and admits , "yes, I printed all

t hose exams. " She decided to
apply for the post office position
to work closer to students. "The
curren t close contact I receive with
students is a treat ," she says.
In addi tion , she stresses that the
help of her student workers is immense. "We are a STUDENT
post office. Without the student
worke rs the mail wouldn 't move
very fast. " Delivering the mail
smoothly and rapidly is her top
priority, but she sums up her goal
as "just making the post office a
litt le more personal. "
Ellie 's involvement with the
campus goes beyond her workin g
schedule. She is a frequent spectator at Colby 's sports games,
musical events, and theatrical productions. Her only complaint is

BONNIE 'S
coffee cake special

Wwkdoys
Sat & Sun
BENTON AVENUE

6AM-2PM
8AM-NOON
WINSLOW

campus employers are complet ed
t his fall , a deci sion will be made
by Bob MacAr thur , Dean of
Financial Aid, Gar y Weaver ,
Direc t or of Financial Aid , and
Stan Nicholson , Adminis tra tiv e
Vice Presiden t. Accordin g to Gary
Weaver , the plan might be instituted on a trial basis. The Program 's con t inua tion would t hen
depend on its effect iveness in
securin g jobs for all aid students .

An yone in teres t ed in a cam pus
j ob should contact Susan Rober ts,
Coordina t or of t he Cam pus
Employment Program , during ha
scheduled office hours.

Al Corey
Music Center
Everything in Music
99 Main St.
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44 still in temp housing
by Bill Donahue
The number of students living
in temporary housing has declined from 55 at the beginning of the
year to a present total of 44. The
majority-of these students are
male freshmen and sophomores.
The Enrollment Committee
must estimate in early April the
number of students who will require housing on campus the
following year. According to Paul
Johnston, director of housing, the
actual number of freshmen who
decided to attend Colby was
underestimated by 18 and, furthermore, 33 upperelassmen who
were expected to study abroad or
take a semester off altered their
plans and returned to Colby.
Students receive the opportunity to move out of temporary housing when upperelassmen opt to
move off campus, thus making
available a room. According to
Johnston, last spring 18 students
Students in temporary housing may choose to keep their rooms . were on a waiting list to live off
pho to by B. Heal.y campusthis year. Due to the shortage of rooms, all of these

Special student fundin g
Several changes in the Committee to Fund Student's Special Projects should make it easier than
ever for Colby students to be
reimbursed for money spent on
academic projects.
Where once proposals were due
by a specified deadline, they may
now be handed in at any time.
This is because the Committee
now meets five times each year,

Oct. 1, Nov. 15, Dec. 15, March
1, and April 15.
Furthermore, students are
discouraged from asking for
funds after their projects are completed, a practice which has taken
place too often in the past.
While Dean Sonya Rose is on
sabbatical, Professor Pete Moss,
from the History department, will
chair the committee.

by Brad Fay
"The world is round , and
Japan Week is designed to show
us the other side of the world ,"
according to Colby professor
Mutsuko Motoyama.
Motoyama is the initiator and
primary organizer of the lectures,
films, and performances about
Japanese culture which will make
up Japan Week - an event every
evening until Wednesday.
Two lectures will highlight the
week. Takeo Iguchi, the consulate
general of Japan in Boston will
speak tonight on "Japan - U.S.
Relations " at 7:30 p.m. in
Roberts. Tomorrow, Earl Miner,
professor of comparative
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Programs ^ BUTAfrica, South Asia and the Orient. Departi Seattle
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m* the Middle East and the Mediterranean.
available
Sponsored by .he University of Pittsburgh, .Semester :it Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program ami supporting fluid experiences. This one semester , full,
credit experience .Is available to qualified students from all accredited colleges anil
universities.
More thiin 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augmented by visiting area experts,
Optional tours, Including special tours into the People's Hepubllc of China, available,
Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, raceor creed. The .S'.V Ihi/i vrsv Is
fully air-conditioned, 18,000 tons , registered in Liberia and built In America ,
For a fete color brochure, write t Semester at Sea , [/CIS , Universi ty of
Pittsburgh , Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh , PA 1$260, or call toll free
(000) 854-019$ (In Pennsylvania <412) 624-6021).
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High atop Mayflower Hill,
many students are unaware that
Waterville offers more than just
shops and movie theatres. Water-

literature at Princeton will spea*
on "Narrative Art, Personality Japanese Version " at 7:30 in
Lovejoy 215.
Other activities during the week
will include:
Saturday, 8:00p.m., Given
Auditorium, Japanese classical
dance and . music, performed
Sachiyo Ito and Yoko Ito Gates
of the Asia Society in New York .
Admission will be charged .
Sunday,
5:30p.m.,
Roberts, Japanese dinner, by invitation only .(primarily for
students of Japanese).
Monday,
7:30p.m.,
Heights lounge, forum: "Internment of Japanese-Americans During World War II," with Eji

zy

Mx

Alive

[with Flower s Etc!

Suyama, M. D.
Wednesday, 7:30p.m.,
Lovejoy
215 ,
movie:
RASHOMON.
Japan Week began last night
with the movie, BURMESE
HARP. In addition , throughout
most of October, a Japanese art
collection is featured in the Art
Museum.
Motoyama said this is an
especially appropriate time for
Japan Week because of this year 's
Colby theme, "Celebrating Diversity
and
Confronting
Intolerance."
She spent much time last summer organizing and getting approval from the dean of faculty,
Douglas Archibald , who she said
was "very receptive." She also
cited President William Cotter
and Roger Bowen, the director of
the East Asian Studies program as
big supporters of her efforts.
"I hope we - as Americans - can
learn
to understand
ourselves better by learning about
others ," she . concluded ,

Visi t our newly expanded plant shop .

niCHAPDL CHASSC II
F»oitc Plftn.si • Iniofioi Plantm-ap"*
plant Con'tulUliom • Houso Cunt.
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For Tho "Whole " Family
JFK MALI.
WATEnV ILLh Ml;
CALL: 87? b '/hU

HOURS
MON. A RAT fl 00 TO 5;00
TUfS. THRU FRI 8.00 TO 8.00

in temporary housing for one half
of the semester, he would receive
only $100, one half of the rebate.
According to Johnston, the rationale behind it,is that students
are being compensated for the feet
that they are being forced to live
in a place they may not wish to
live. When they choose not to
move, they are indicating that
they are satisfied with their room
and thus should no longer receive
a rebate.
Students who are not given the
opportunity to move out of temporary housing and students who
accept the offer to move to a different room will receive the full
$200 rebate.

J ob locator

J apa n Week brings speakers

Plants

ISB^^Hh:;.

students were allowed to move off
campus.
The housing department has
formulated a new rebate program
for living in temporary housing
this year. All students still in temporary housing on September 20
received a $200 rebate.
This sum, credited to the studen t 's account, would be partially revoked if the student was given
the opportunity to move out of his
temporary housing site but refused the offer. In this instance, the
percentage of the rebate the student would receive would be
directly determined by how long
he had stayed in temporary housing. For example, if he had been

COLBY]

ville also has a healthy part-time
job market, and as college costs
get tougher to meet .-school time
employment becomes a popular
alternative. Colby 's Job Locator
Program, now in its second year,
actively canvasses local businesses
in search of part-time employment
for Colby students .
Jobs obtained through the program differ from on-campus work
in several respects. Primarily ,
there is .no limit to earnings or
hours worked, and the pay is
often negotiable between you and
your employer. Community
employment also provides a
measure of "hands-on " experience that is always useful in
the future. And finally, while the
Program locates the j ob, you are
the one who pursues it by making
contact with the employer on your
own, offering good practice in job
search techniques.
Last year the program located
41 separate positions ranging
from work in the local bakery, to
cutting and splitting wood for
Colby faculty members.
There are two Job Locator
bulletin boards on campus: one in
Roberts Union and one in Eustis
next to the Financial Aid Office.
Weekly notices will also be run in
the ECHO. People interested in
jobs should contact Nathaniel
Bisson at extension 2379 in the
Financial Aid Office.
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BOOKSTORE
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Hours :
8:30-5:00 Mon -Fri
10:00-2:00 Sat

October 6, 1983

New alcohol class

# Advocates

verbal abuse from frat row, th at
were happening.
Many other colleges already
have similar programs set up, explained ValvailO.
The Advocates will be showing
forums in various dormitories
over the next few weeks. Included in this will be showings of the
slide/tape show on aquaintance
rape put together by Valvano and
Shaw last year for Phyllis Mannocchi's Women's Studies class.
show , . "Shattering
The
Misconceptions of Rape," is
designed to "show some of the
myths surrounding rape, lik e the
one about women asking for it,"
said Valvano.
One or tne student Advocates
can be reached simply by calling
the switchboard. All of them will
carry 'beepers ', so that help can
be reached at any hour of the day
or night.

by Carrie Keating

Alcohol is the theme of
Associate Dean of Students Joyce
McPhetres' new course entitled
"Society Under the Influence."
This new class, offered for praxis
credit , was established this
semester by McPhetres to "give
people an understanding of the effects of alcohol on society. "
The course was started by
(Better
Alcohol
B.A.R.
Awareness), a group of concerned st u den ts, faculty and administration. Before the course
was created , McPhetres and
students and faculty associated
with B.A.R., visited colleges to
learn about alcohol awareness
programs which those schools had

already instituted. McPhetres
noted that some schools had extensive alcohol programs including peer counseling and many
educational courses, while others
had only a few courses on alcohol
education. Colby has taken a
combination of these school programs and has created peer
alcohol counseling and education
in class form.

According
to
McPhetres,"Society Under the Influence" was established "in
response to a perceived need; a
way to help people understand
alcohol." It is a six week class
which will focus on such topics as
"Attitudes about Alcohol," "Effects of Alcohol on a Small Community (especially college and

Colby)," "Sociological Effects of
Alcohol," and finally "Dealing
with the Problem: 1) how to approach the problem; 2) system of
referral ; 3) levels of treatment."
Fourteen students are enrolled
in the course which started October 3. Because a class of this
kind has never previously been offered for credit at Colby, the
course is an experiment which will
be reevaluated next semester.
Another aspect of McPhetres'
efforts of alcohol awareness includes peer alcohol educators.
These Colby students are currently being trained to counsel other
students about alcohol. One
fraternity has already asked Dean
McPhetres to discuss the problem
of alcohol with its members.

Student
Advocates
Joy Val -

vano and
Kathy
Shaw .

photo by

Laurie
Brown
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Whoever has a Passkey 24-Hour Banking Card. Available free at
any Depositors or Canal office with any checking account.
Member FDIC

Get downto businessfester.
With theM-35.
A powerful combination,
calculations , amortizations
Think business. With
students have always needed , and balloon paymen ts.
¦ the BA-35 Student
means
you
BA-35
busiThe
,
this is it: an affordable
JLsm
Business Analys t.
spend less time calculating,
"'HeF
ncss-orien ted calculator.
™
and more time learning. One
The Texas Instruments
BA'35, the Student Business keystroke takes the place
TEXAS

If t here 's one thing business

The calculator is just part
Its built-in business
of the package. You also get
formulas let you perform
a book that follows most
complicated finance ,
business courses: the Business
accounting and statistical
Analyst Guidebook, Business
functions - the ones that
professors hel ped us wri te it,
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books, t o hel p you get the most out
like present and fu ture value of calculator and classroom.
©|9BJT«bi Irotrumcn ta

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

•»

• Parents Weekend
students are encouraged to study in Asia through other schools.
Other questions raised included ones on the process for adding and
deleting courses, (the Educational Policy Committee approves most
changes proposed by the faculty), faculty advising students, ("Every
college takes it seriously, almost nobody does it well" said Cotter.
"Effectiveness depends on the individual and the department.") and
the white tents in front of the museum. ("They are not temporary
freshman housing" Cotter replied. They are part of the Maine Biennial Art Show.)
The Parents' Association meeting Friday afternoon preceded Cotter's speech. Among the topics the 80 parents discussed was the possible institution of a partial meal plan. After Vice President Stan
Nicholson spoke to them on the implications of such a plan, the
parents decided to continue with the present meal plan.
Four career Panel Discussions were also featured in the weekend's
eventst'Theparent-leddiscussions focused on Government and Law,
Education, Human Services and Business. With the exception of
the panel on business, which was attented by 50 students, each session was attended by approximately 15-20 students. Janice Warren, who organized Parents' Weekend, said, "I thought it was very
beneficial for students to hear parents talk about their fields. "

Over 500 parents and family members visited Colby during the
weekend.The figure represents a 16 percent increase over last year's
attendance. Many of these visitors attended the Saturday afternoon
barbeque, which was held under cloudless skies on the lawn behind
Roberts Union.
"
*

Parents Weekend was deemed a success by
many .
photo by Tad All yn

Trustees to meet
Colby's trustee's will be returning to campus this weekend for
their annual fall meeting. The
trustees will meet with the
overseers to discuss President Cotter's annual report, as well as
reports from several committees.
There is nothing "hot " on the
agenda, said Bob Kany, Director
of Special Programs. The trustees
will meet on Saturday at 2:30 to

go over several reports from commitees, many of which will be
meeting on Friday.
The trustees will meet on Saturday morning with the overseers to
discuss President Cotter's report.
The overseersare a group of people •with special interest in the college. Unlike the trustees, however,
the overseers have no governing
authority, explained Kany.

i ne
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Wafer Street , Waterville

Rock & Roll 6 Nights a Week!
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Colby Special : Admission reg. $1, FREE w/ Colby ID
Admission reg. $2 or more , Vz price w/ Colby ID
Wed . Night
! No adm ission charge all night
¦
2 for 1 drink specials 8-9pm

,

,

. .
T
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Whisper

Before 9pm- no admission charge
After 9pm- $1 admission w/ Colby ID
$J large pitchers of Bud or Bud Light

Fri & Sat: ffhisfigr
. #
Before 9pm- $1 adm ission

wl Colby ID

After 9pm- $1M admissi on wl Colby ID

Sun. Night: Magic

No admission charge w/ Colby ID
$3 large pitchers of Bud & Bud Light

Tue. Night: Cry Baty

No admissi on charge wl Colby ID
.75* dr afts

Come Dance Your Bun ns Off!

A NEW BEER WELCOMES NEW STUDENTS
Distributed by Colonial Dist., Waterville
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Dinin g Halls

COLB Y TIMES

Breakfast:

Roberts: M-F 7:15-9:30
S & S 8-10
Dana: M-F 7:15-9:30
Sat 8-10
. • Sun 9-11

Lunch:

Roberts, Foss, and Dana: M-F 11:30-1:30
. . S & S 12-1

Dinner -

Roberts: M-F 4:45-7
S & S 4:45-6
Dana: M-F 4:45-6:30
S & S 4:45-6
Foss: M-F 4:45-6:15

S & S 4:45-6

Libraries:

§
Miller M-F Sam- 11pm
S & S 10am-11am
Keyes Science M-Th 9am-11 pm
F 9am-5pm
Sat 1pm-5pm
Sun 1pm-11pm
Bixler Art and Mus ic (Vi-Th 9am-10pm
F 9am-5pm
Sat 1pm-4pm
Sun 2pm-10pm

Field House:

Equipme nt Room: upstairs 11:30 - 9:00;
downstairs 11:30 - 5:00.
Pool - 7 am - 8 am., 10:30 am - 9 pm.

Booksto re - M - F 8:30 am - 5 pm. Sat . 10 am - 2 pm.
Health Center - Sick Call M - F 8 am ' -10 am, 24 hour nurse.
Career Services - Staff Offices M - F 8:30 - 4:30, Library and
Sigi Computer M -Th. 8:30 - 9pm; Friday 8:30 am - 4:30 pm;
Saturd ay 9 am - 5 pm.; Sunday 1 pm - 5 pm.

Post Offic e: M-F 9:30am-2:30p m
UPS Pick- up; M-F 8am-4:30pm

Computer Rooms - Lov ejoy and Mudd daily 8 am -10 pm.
Jitne y Service - leaves Colby 2:30, 3:30, 4:30, 5:30, 6:30, 7:30,
8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30 (pm)
returns to Colby 3:00 , 4:00, 5:00, 6:00, 8:00, 9:00, 10:00,
11:00, 12:00 (pm).
(Trips to the concourse , to JFK Mall or Elm Plata on request.)

KV Transit - M - F
leaves Robert s 8:50 am., 9:10, 9:50, 10:10, 10:50, 11:10,
11:50, 12:10 pm., 12:50, 1:10, 1:50, 2:10, 2:50, 3:10, 3:50,
4:10, 4:50.
(Stops include Elm Plata, Concourse, JI'K Mall, Fairfield.)

Announcements

Venture job locator

ORGANIZATIONALMEETING for a "Saturday Nightlife"show.
Thursday, October 6, at 7:00 pm. in Robins Room, Roberts Union.
Weekend writers and actors! Come if interested!For more information, contact: Leon Buck - ext. 2448, Peter Alexis - ext. 2455,
or Charles Boddy - ext. 2455.
BETTER ALCOHOL RESPONSIBILITY group is looking for new
members. Contact Katie Cuttler or Philip Carter.
DO YOU THINK women 's safety is a problem at Colby? Do .you
want to help? Sexual assault and rape on campus will be the focus
of a committee now being formed. Responsibilities of the committe
will include overseeing an educational program and monitoring the
use of protocol and safety measures taken when an incident occurs!
Interested people should contact Joy Volvano, Kathy Shaw, (ext.
2465, Box 1337) or Ric Craig (ext. 2339) as soon as possible.
THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL plans to award approximately 35 Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minoritiesto American Indians, Alaskan Natives (Eskimo or Aleut), Black Americans.Mexican Americans/Chicanos, and Puerto Ricons. The deadline date
for the submission of applications is January 16, 1984. Further information and application materials may be obtained from the
Fellowship Office, NAtional Research Council, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.
FORUM - "Internment of Japanese - Americans in WWII " - Dr.
Eji Suyama. Oct. 10, 7:30 pm. Heights Community Room.
ROUNDTABLE - "Living and Studying in Japan, with Colby
Students and Faculty" Oct. 11, 4 pm. Roberts.
LECTURE - "Understanding the Athlete"- Janet Irgang. Followed by Panel Discussion - "Motivation and Performance: The
Psychological Factors which Influence Athletic Achievement". Members of Colby Colege coaching staff. Smith and Hurd Rooms.
Oct. 12, "7:30 pm.

COLLOQUIUM - "Research in Progress on the Jaca Cathedral
Cloister" - Prof. Sonia Simon. Art Dept. Oct. 13,4:15 pm. SmithRobins.
LECTURE - "U.S. - Japan Relations" - Consul General Iguchi
Takes. Oct. 6, 7 pm. Roberts.
LECTURE - "Narrative, Art, Personality - Japanese Version " Professor Earl Miner, Princeton University. Oct. 7, 7:30 pm. Lovejoy 215.
JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN IRELAND All students who are interested are invited to meet Dean Sean White of the School of Irish
Studies. Dean White will be on campus on Tuesday, October 11.
Students may meet and talk with him from 11-12:30 in Miller Library
220.

Classifieds

Hop to It folks , your Colby Years are
dwindling. Don 't let them slip away too
soon.Flunk out foras emestor. It makes
life more Interesting. Try It-you 'll like It.
(Even though your parents won 't.)

FOR SALE: small New England College ,
rustic setting, quiet loca tion , and
students. Asking price $1,000,000," or
best offer. See "Brazil or Bust" Bill In
Eustis 301A.

K.G.B. don 't bum. It' s not healthy.
Anyway • It' s In the mall. It J ust got lost ,
that' s all. Yeah • it' s Just got lost. Be
patient.

American

Big, Bad Mad - (or Is It Bad Mad...sorry )
- just a note to welco me you to the Colby College scene and all th at are incorporated In It. Don 't worry- not all the apples were frozen , Just half of them... Just
half.
- Your Friend
Hello Mr. Bond •
I await further Instructi on on the
Nosnlbor Moor mission. Please contact.
- Agent 303

that she cannot attend them all.
"So hard to choosel There are so
many."
Colby's new postmistress lives
in North Belgrade near the Outing
Club camp. She has raised a family of four. Before her employment
at Colby, she worked as a
teacher's aide at Belgrade Central
School. She presently belongs to
a bowling league in Augusta and
enjoys winter sports such as skiing and skating.

Weiss is working to expand the
program to second semester.
"The trips are very popular and
Mil up quickly. I'm hoping to get
more students involved." The biggest problem that accompanies
such an expansion is filling Colby beds on campus. However,
Weiss believes that "the educational advantages are enormous
and outweigh complications on an
administrative level."

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
CONTACT:

I

1 KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE

Organization:
Founded in 1945, this is New England's oldest and largest public
relations firm. It ranks among the top 20 in the nation. About 35
people work in the Bosotn office so there is a good deal of exposure
to management and the chance to learn about many sides of the
business. They do marketing for consumer product companies and
many sports events.
Responsibilities:
Most of the intern's time is spent on researching and writing
assignments (press releases, calender items, etc.).
Requirements:
Must be highly organized, flexible and eager to work hard on any
project - big or small. Excellent research and writing skills are crucial.
Previous newswriting and/or public relations experience would be
helpful. Should be studying English, communications, or a related
field - Must have completed sophomore year.
Brief writing sample is required as part of application , preferably
a short, published news piece - no poetry or long papers.
Starting Date: January - 1984

Tapioca - it is time again to spaz , in a
Tennessee tradition. J.D. for progr essive
food. • Eggplant.

Arrangements:
Full - time - 4 month commitment

Hey Bogus One - Time is runnin g out
You only have 18 days. Remembe r • Just
be real.

Salary:
$125/week (not enough to live on in Boston)

B.G. - Here's to Southport room 104.
Burned out candles are what technolo gy
means to use...unicorns.
- Your roomies for a night.
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Tiff and Tank • why did you go sailin g
without us?

37 Mill St.
Brunswick , Maine 04011
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- Happily

Have you heard the latest
arthritis cure ? Yes? Then you
heard about a quack. There is
no cure for arthritis , but
plenty of promoters are ready
to cash in on your pain. Find
out about arthritis quackery
in a free leaflet.

• Mexico

8 Full menu — Famil y Restaurant
Hours
^
fe
Mon-Sat 6am-8pm
8
Sun 7am-2pm
5
872-9858

Gothic

ARTHRITI S
CURE

HAVE A PROBLEM? - Call the Student Safety Advocates - 24 hrs.
a day. x 2611.

• Ellie

Fashion.

Job Title:
Public Relations Intern
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Wlien your car is sick,
does it call f or an
AutomechaniUer??
Bring it to Metri c Motors *
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Coffehouse
undergoes
changes
in schedule

Moving Ea rth
too unusual
by Meghan Casey
Kei Takei' s "Moving Earth ,"
an international known dan ce
compan y , brought their unusual
experimental dance to Colby
Saturday night. Their performance was sponsored by the Performing Arts Program and
others , and was part of the upperclassman 's Parents ' Weekend.
The company, which consists of
11 members , performed parts
2,8,and 18 of Takei's 18 part
choreographic epic, "Light. "
Though each , part was unique ,
Takei' s style throughout all three
was rough and coarse , showing
the dancer s' great strength , but utile grace .
The firs t danc e of her epic wa s
entitled "The Stone Field ," and
was ver y unusual bu t onl y
somewha t interesting. The set was
an empty st age wi t h a circle of
stones placed around it. The
dancers moved around between
the stones , ban gin g lar ge rocks
together in their hands. The music
for this came, entirely from the
ban gin g of rocks and t he dancers '
brea thing.
The concept of having dancers
walk around and ban g rocks
together is good. It caught the au-

dience's eye and kept their attention for a while. The dance ,
thou gh, would have worked better as a short sketch rather than
a full length dance. For the entire
20 minutes , the dancers walked in
lines around and between each
other banging rocks. The concept
in itself is innovative and interesting, but Takei doesn't go
beyond the concept to develop it
into a full length dance .
The second dance , Part 8 of
"Ligh t, '' was a solo by Takei . In
it , Takei twi ttered almost nonh umanly a round a p ile of whi t e
ra gs, She then slowly and
spastically put on each ra g until
at the end of the dance , she herself
resembled the pile.
Thi s dance was t he best of t he
evenin g, showin g Takei's talen t as
both a choreo gra pher and dancer .
Th e choreo gra phy wa s excellent,
makin g Takei seem t o be an insect
or an animal , and makin g t he pile
of ra gs seem almost alive . Takei
proved herself t o be a stron g and
well t rain ed dancer , movin g her
feet so fast they were hardly visible , very assuredly. A little too
lon g, the dance neverthe less was
mesmerizin g.
Par t 18, "The Whea t F ield ,"
cont. on p. 1 2

by Carol Eisenberg

Kei Takei' s Moving Earth Performance.

Butler Did It by Powder & Wig
by Scott Lainer
Powder and Wig, Colb y's studen t run drama society, will presen t its firs t p roduc t ion , Wal t er
and Pe ter Marks ' play-within-aplay, "The Bu tler Did I t," on
Home comin g weekend , Oc t ober
13,14, and IS. Direc ted by senior

Derek Tarson , (his six t h such

under t abtin g), the cast has alread y
faced numerous obs t acles
t hrou ghou t its limi t ed four weeks

of rehearsal. Still , the play shows
p romise t hrou gh a diverse cas t
and an in t ri guin g, though
somewha t hackne yed plotline.
"Essen t iall y, " accordin g t o
Tarson , "the play is a highly
sty lized comedic sat ire of murder

REM to perf orm Homecomin g Weekend
by Kurt Wolff
On Saturday, October 15, R.E.M. will come to Colby, and all
should feel luck y. These four musicians from Athens , GA are one
of the hottest new bands on the American music scene today, as
well as one of the more original. With an EP , an album MURMUR ,
and last summer ' s tour with The Police under their belts, t hey are
beginning to earn the national recognition that they rightfully
deserve.
R .E.M. is basically a pop band . Their 's Is a fresh , hypno tic sound ,
full of hooks , with pleading melodies and a strong dance spirit. The
music Is very natural , almost acoustic; no fancy tri cks in the mixing, The voice is reminisc ent of a sixties sort of pre-psychadelic folk
sound , bri n ging groups like the Byrds to mind. But they're also an
ener getic dance band. The mood is perhaps the most outstanding
aspect of the music; the songs all convey a sort of warmth that leaves
one helpless in liking them .
R .E.M?s first major release was fl five-song EP entitled
CHRONIC TOWN in 198 1 on the IRS latel. All the songs here are
similar in their ra pidly flowing, even texture. No fancy Jimmy Page
guitar her e, or poundin g drumbeats. .Probably one of R.E .M. 's major characteristic s is tha t the found originates from the band as a
whole, not from a collection of four individual styles, All four of
the musicians - Michael Stipe on vocals; Peter Buck on guitar; Mike
Mills on bass; and Bill Berry drums - work towards producing n
single, often layered melodic sound. Tile songs on CHRONIC
TOWN are 'thus exceptional dance tunes with their even melodies
and rhythm, Also, R.E.M. 's lyrics both here and on , MURMUR
are usually liidlscemable . thdr value being more In their melodic
quality than in any sort of existenti al itstement.
MURMUR is a natural pro gresj jqnfor the band. Where the songs

photo by R. Lane

on CHRONIC TOWN were all similarl y structured , th ose on t his
new full length album offer more of a varie ty, The band' s same basic
p rinci ples are used , but the 'types ' of songs differ from fast dance
t unes t o slower , more lyrical melodies. The band' s ini t ial sin gle
"Radio Free Euro pe " (b/w "Si tting Still" , 1981 ) is found here in
a re-mixed form , and serves to open the albu m with a burst of energy.
This , and son gs like "Ca t a pul t " and "Moral Kiosk" har p back to
the ra pid sound of the earlier works. "Talk Abou t the Passio n",
however , isn 't construc ted in the same way. It begins subtly with
a repeated guitar line, then is built upon with bass , vocals, 'and drums
to complete the musical compote. Thus the song's solid , comple t e
sound is in parts broken down onto subtle singular lines which offer a differen t sound , though the song still retains that familiar
R.E.M. -style mood . "Perfec t Circle " stands out on the album as
a beautiful , slower melody, with Stipe 's soft vocals and Buck' s hypnotic guitar built over a subtle rhythm duo, And "We Walk" , wit h
its strong vocals, comes right to the point in emphasizing the band' s
roots in sixties groups like the Byrds.
.
7
Thou gh Stipe's splneles dancing movements have been toned down
some; R.E.M. still exert a high level of energy in their live per formances. Also prominent Is a natural stage presence amon g the four
musicians, something that these days is quite rare with all the David
Bowie and Brian Perry imitators running around.
After ten years of REO , and even moro of Doors and Zepplin
oldies, one jus t starts to get tired of American music. But here is
a band that really is a fresh new sound. Their music is often hard
to describe except that it is extremely likable , and. very dancable.
They can be teen and heard In performanc e lit Colby 's Wadswor t h
gymnasium on Saturday . October 15. Fpr ticket infor mation , the
numbe r to call Is 873-1131 , e*t. (233J ),

mysteries m general. " H e also
describes it as a "thriller ,"
al though few will be overly terrified by its almost lighthearted att ack. . The st ory cen t ers u p on
Na t alie Simp son , an actress
despised by her fellow castble reasons , who attempts to
blackmail her direc tor for a better role in his produ ction. During
a rehearsa l, she is poisoned by
wha t is believed t o be a harmless
cup of fake poison . Ever yone is
susp ect ed , and an investigation
ensues . Ever yone has a motive for

cont. on p. 12

The Coffeehouse ,located on the
first floor of Mary Low , has
undergone some basic changes in
schedule this year with the hop e
of increasing its patronage . "I' m
trying to establish a different program for each day of the
week ," exp lains Whis t le Wo od ,
the newly appointed Director of
the Coffeehouse.
In explaining her longterm goal
for the Coffeehouse , Wood said
she decided to take on the job as
direct or because "Its a great way
to take some of the social emp ha sis off fra t erni t ies and show
t here is a viable al t erna tiv e. "
Monda y night at 7 p.m. is
facul ty lecture night . Last week ,
g onernmen t p rofessor Sandy
Maisel gave a talk abou t t he
Maine Democratic straw poll titled "Ever ybody Cares , But
Why? " Next week economics professor Jim Median will speak on
t he re gula t ion of indus t r y .

The Coffeehouse offers an

af ter-seminar special on Tuesday
nights , with reduced prices and
later hours. "I ho p ed professors
would be en t iced t o come t o t he
Coffeehouse and continu e discussion wit h st uden ts af t er seminar ,''
Wood says. Unfortunately, professors are no t comin g yet, but it
is the busiest night if the week .
Slide presentations of travel are

cont. on p. 10

Arts Notes
STU-A FILM - "Das Boo t " - L10O, Fri. and Sat,, Oct. 7 & 8; 7
v
and 9:30 pm.

"NARRATIVE , ART , PERSONALITY - Ja panese Version " Earl
Miner , Professor of narra t ive litera t ure , Prince ton University. Fri .
Oc t 7, 7:30 pm, L215.
"WOMEN IN MUSIC " - Recital - Judith Cornell , soprano , and
Jane Riley, piano accompanist , Given Auditorium , Fri . Oct. 7 at
8 pm.
INDIAN CLASSICL DANCE PERFORMANCE - with Sulcaifiya ,
Sat. Oct. 8, Strider Theater 7 pm.
JAPANESE CLASSICAL DANCE AND MUSIC performed by
Sachlyo Ito and Yoko and Yoko Ito Oates of the Asian Society,
'•> ¦
N.Y. -Sat. Oct. 8 in Given Auditorium at 8 pm.
¦
JAPANESE ART - from the Museum 's Collection - Octobe 5-15
at the Colby ART MUSEUM.

Vacation & Mr. Mom
reviewed
by John P rorok

On exh ibitio n in Col by ' s
part of Ma ine
museum as
Art.
photo by L. Brown

Redken Retail Center -

Chic Hair Fashions
Unisex Salon

\

15 Col lege Ave* Watervt 1 le,

873-0139
Mon. - Sat. 8 - 5 pm

# Coffehouse
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presented by students and faculThe Coffeehou se is opera ting
ty on Wednesday nights. This on a provi sional $1200 budget , as
week , Dallas Browne, sociology no Stu-A funds were secure d for
p rofessor, showed slides and talkthis year by the previous director.
ed abou t his summer in Africa .
Wood has used the money to imJohn Gimbel of the math departp rove the decor wit h plants and a
ment will show his own films next
ru g (coming soon), and plan s to
week.
make the place more comfortable
On Thursday night , VCR
as more funds become available .
movies are shown at 7 and 9:30
Regular hours are Monday,
p.m. Tonight' s fea t ure is
Wednesday, and Thursday, 7-12
"Air plane /' and "Diva" will be
p.m.; Tued ay9p.m. -1 a.m.; Frishown next week .
day and Saturday varying depenWeekend evenings feature live
ding on the performance. The
entertainment when possible.
Coffeehouse is closed Sunda y.
Tomorrow night Greg Matses will Refreshments , including sweet s
play from 8-10 p.m., and Richard
and non-alcoholic bevera ges, are
Blanchard' s "Prima tch" will apsold by s t udent volunt eers
pear next Friday.
organized by the five nightly
coordina tors .
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Exhaust Brakes - Tune -ups
Front end - Shocks
Free Estimates Available

Visa , Master Ca rd 6 Ameri can Expfess
accepted . Personal check auarantP.e.
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Hey - You want Music ?

We 9ve got it all -

from Smut to Filth ,
from Angry Samoans to ZZ top
from Armatrading to Zevon

Wha t more do you want?!
254 Main St.

Waterville

it

r Joseph 's •• ;

• Racquetboll Season is here !! •
•
•
a Complete line of Ektelon %
•

•

«& Accessories •
Racquets, Gloves,
:

• With this coupon & Colby ID.i
• Marath on Graphite Reg. $72.°°

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Now $55!

Graphite CBK Reg. $235.°°

•

Now $189.90 •

Coupon good thru Sat , Oct. 15th

*

Complete line of Tennis Racquets by:
•
^ Head
, Prince , Yonex , W i l s o n , and moree
•

•Serious We ight L i f t er s :
•
The
highest
quality
benches
•
, racks , •
• belts , and weight sets by York and J ur- #

• bi n v i l i e In stock,
167 Main St. Fairfield
•

•
•

This summer the Jedi finall y may have gotten their revenge , but
the summer season will most likely be remembered for its unusual
abundance of comedies. Screenwriter John Hughes is responsible
for the comedies VACATION and MR. MOM. Both Films deal with
unique American occurences: VA CATION, starring Chevy Chase ,
is a portrayal of a family's annual migrat ion int o disaster, known
as the summer vacation , while MR. MOM is a situation comedy
dealing with t he role reversals of a husbandand wife with in a typ ical
home . It stars Micheal Keaton and Terrie Garr . Hughes is preoccupied in bot h movies wiht t he American ideal and reality .The two
rarely are the same , and Hughes develops that discrepancy to extremes which he believes to be humorous social commentary.
nu gnes may oe trying to get us to laugn at ourselves in action ,
but his darker view of American middle class behavior is the attitude that comes through. This is especially true of VACATION.
The movie is almost schizophrenic in its attempts at humor. Chevy
Chase and company pull off the lighter gags of the script with the
ease and casualness which have made t he former television star so
popular. Chase seems to waltz into the most chaoti c and absurd
calami ties without changing his aloof expression. He's a great victim of comedic sit uations. As the father in VACATION, Chase has
to take on a more serious role than he is normally used to playing.
This seriousness allows Hughes' script to be abusive as well as
satirical. It is Chase's blind devotion t o the principles of a fun family
vacat ion which allows Hughes t o victimize Chase and his ideals.
VACATION is very funny and very black in its treat ment of t he
family vacation. It is also uneven . Most people who have been on
ill-fated vacations will appreciate Hughes ' keen eye for observing
travesty, but there is something disturbing in his final interpretation .
If John Hughes hit the mark consistently in VACATlON .his aim
falters with MR. MOM. This comedy is easily compared to an above
avera ge television sit-com. Hughes still tries to get his audience to
see the humor in our situations , yet the gags andcommentaries seem
flat and familiar.
Micheal Keaton tries to bring the material out of the doldrums , but
this is too much for his talents. Keaton is a kinetic actor; he depends
on ener gy and movement to be successful. The promising material
of MR. MOM eventually traps his character into complacency with
the situation and the material. His eventual resurrection is too late
and t oo predictable, a major flaw of Hu ghes' script and Stan
Dragoti's direc tion. The freshness and cutting edge of VACATION
is lost. Hughes is still trying to be critical in MR. MOM , but he
tries too hard to be funny. Rather than let the scenes develop their
own humor, as in VACATIO N, Hughes opt s t o inj ect t oo much
obvious comedy into MR. MOM , which does not work as well.

Ski team/club meeting
Thurs. Oct. 6
6:30 pm
Foss dining hall

ME I LAM
XAU
CANTONESECUISINEA COCKTAILS
JFK Mall,Kennedy Memorial Drive
Waterville

ORDERS TO GO

PLE ASE CALL
873-55Q0or 873-7441
7<4^______________L
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WMHB Schedule
TIME

MON

TUES

WED

THURS

FRI

SAT

S UN

7-9 AM

Mike Savage
R

Lee Si.Laurent
Ft

Rebecca
Kimble

Mike Swift

Tom
Outerbrldge

Spanish
Show

Dave IVasson
Frank Luca P/R

9-11 AM

Mark Harmon
P/R

Tom Donahue
R

Marie Joyce
R

John
Habersloch

Rich Rangoon

Matt Barry
Scott Benson

John Moore

11-1 PM

Andy Peer
John Bookis R

Topher Horner

Julie Leavitt

Kenny Epstein
R

Ted
Pappadopoulls

John Buffum
P/R

Jeff King

1-4 PM

Dave Beers
Funk/Jazz

Dave Spauldlng
R

Jell Desandro
R

Matt Smith
P/R&B

Dan Allegrettl
Art Rock/P

Diane Smith
Classics

Derek Tarson
Jason Crawley
Nina Caldon

4-7 PM

Michelle
Wolpert
P/R/Art Rock

Mike Dobbs
P/R

Kat hy Gillespie
P/R

Carolyn Keune
P/R

John Miller
R

Dave Wasson
Jim Frailer P/R

Todd Bishop

7-10 PM

Lorna Nellgan
P/R

Mike Mahaffle
P/R

"Happy Hour "
Greg Matses

Nash Robbins
Jazz/Funk/P

Sharon Matusik
P/R

Dave Turbert

Dan Shlffman
Jazz

10-1 AM

Scctt Blai r
P/R/Funk

Kurt Wolff
P

Mike Ryan
P/H/Funk

Amy Melket P/R/H

Susan Kaplln
P/R/H
-

Mike Vasquez
H

Jim Polk
Funk/Soul

WMHB

91.5 FM

Funk/Soul (Kool & Gang, ABC, Alias Allez...)

¦

7-1 AM

7 Days

Art Rock (Genesis , ELP, Gong, UK, Yes...)

R • Rock (Clash , Straj Cats , Billy Joel...)

P - Progressive (English Beat, X...)

H • Hardcore (Dead Kennedys , Black Flag...)

Requests 872-6037

All DJs. play a little of each type, but play predominantly what is under their respective names.

Regis trar George Co l eman is in the cast
of "Oliver. "
,

.
1

ACCT presents Oliver at Oper a House
.

by Meghan Casey

"Oliver ", the musical tale of a young orphan 's rise to riches , is

under production at the Waterville Opera House. The show is being pr esented by the Associates of Colby Community Theater
(ACCT), and will be presented Homecoming Weekend .
A British musical based on Dickens ' OLIVER TWIST , t he play
follows the trail of an orphan boy Oliver who runs away from his
work shop and joins a pick-pocket ring. Oliver undergoes a series
of mishaps and receives a few lucky breaks until , a t t he end of the
play , he finds himself adop ted by a wealthy man who turns out to
be his grandfather.
There are several members of the Colby community involved in
the production. The two directors , Mar y Wheeler and Joyce Smit h ,
are both Colby alumni , as is Ka t hy Taylor , a co-producer.
Colby faculty and administrators who are contributing to the show
include Howard Koonce, proffesor of En glish , who is a co-producer;
Geor ge Coleman , Colb y's Re gist rar , who plays Mr. Bumble , the
comic head of the workshop; and Abbott Meter , Art professor , who
plays Bill Sykes. Colby 's theater intern for the semester , G ail Gober ,
did the set and lighting design and is technical director.
Three Colby students are members of the cast. Pam Hitchcock
is Mrs. Sourberr y, the undertaker 's wife. Karen Killam and John
Rob inson are both members of the chorus.
The show is mostly music with very little dialogue and has several
children in the cast. In addition to Oliver , p layed by Alan Cole of
Vasselboro , and The Ar tful Dodger , t he leader of t he p ick p ocke t s ,
played by Ted Nicholson of China , there is a 16 member children 's
chorus.
ACCT is an or ganization which was begun last year to promote
greater interaction in the area of theater between Colby and Water-

ville. They also try to bring more profes sional theater from outside
Wa terville , to Colby , and to bring back to Colby talented alumni.
OLIVER is their first production of the academic year .
The performances of OLIVER are Friday and Saturday, Oct. 14
and 15 at 8 p.m. and Sunday Oct. 16 at 2 p.m. Admission is $5
gener al , $4 for all ACCT members , and $3 for childre n. All proceeds from the perfor mances will go to the Waterville Opera Hous e
Improvement Association.
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i Discount beer, wine & soda
Walk-in or drive-thru
Sandwiches & fresh dough pizza
10% off for Colby students
This weeks specials
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14 oz Old Mill cans 6p k $2.29
10-inch ham p izza $1.99
Str o hs bar bottles (case ) $9.29
Sm.. beef bacon & cheese sub $1.89 ;
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Stu-A Films
Das Boot

Guest
Costumer
at Colby

by Doug Scalise
"Das Boot, " the work of West German director Wolfgang
Petersen, follows the harrowing adventures of a German U-boat
crew in 1941. Billed as the most expensive German film ever made,
this two-and-a-half hour saga is filled with the tension .technological
bravura , and hard bitten heroism typical of Hollywood movies.
If the action-movie form seems familiar, the style and content
have shifted, reflecting not only changing attitudes toward war, but
also the shadow of doom that hangs over a war movie that is told
from the losing side. "Das Boot" is the first unsanitized portrait
of the claustrophobic struggle for survival inside a prison ten feet
wide and 150 feet long.
Peterson's extraordinary sound track conveys the eerily displaced sounds of undersea warfare: the distant thud of the drowning
ships , the barked roar of depth charges, the creaks of the sub as
it dives to avoid detection and the pressure builds to rivet-tearing
strength.
Petersen carefully de-politicizes the action, portraying the captain's disgust at Nazi rhetoric and emphasizing the crew's respect
for their British foes. One cannot help but root for these prematurely
aging Germans-most of them still teenagers-because the issue is
not victory of nations but the survival of individuals.
There is not much depth to the characters, or anything particularlly
new in Petersen's antiwar message. But you realize how deeply the
movie reaches you on a physical level when the crew, after surviving a close scrape with death, gets a brief respite in a neutral port.
Suddenly encountering an elegant room filled with food , champagne,
and men in freshly pressed uniforms, one shares the shock of the
men's re-entry into civilization: a bowl of fruit looks so good it hurts.
"The Sting" follows the recipe of the "Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid " package. Robert Redford and Paul Newman are
once again teamed successfully under the direction of George Ray
Hill.
The movie, set in Chicago during the '30s, concerns a con-man
(Redford) who teams up with, and learns from , a grizzled con- artist in an effort to bilk a lot of money from a New York mobster.
There is a tangle of subplots, some suspense, and an ending of
telegraphed surprise.
"The Sting " was not made to be taken seriously and it intentionally lacks a sense of an urban underworld, the Depression, or an
understanding of the con-man's pathology. "The Sting"is, however,
an extremely entertaining movie, full of scenes-suchas the card game
on the train-that you will remember long after the end. Its outstanding musical score, by Marvin Mamlish, is made up primarily of
Scott Joplin 's best ragtime hits. The performances are also outstanding, especially that of Robert Shaw as the New York Mobster.

by Meghan Casey

Co lby is exhibiting
works fo rm Ma i nq
a r t i s t s in
B i x l e r Art Museifm .
photo by Laurie Brown

was the final dance of the performance. It seemed to depict
workers on a farm working as
their bosses fought. The roles then
became reversed as the bosses,
too, took pack s on th eir b acks
and began working the fields.
This dance lacked the originali-

was so motionless that the meaning seemed unimportant .
The lighting design was excellent throughout the show,
especially in the second dance
where much of the stage was dark
and only the pile of rags was
visible.
The fault of the first and third
performances was mainly that of
the choreographer , not the
dancers.They were all very strong
and very well trained , capable,
professionals. The choreography,
too, had some genius throughout,
not the least of which was the
meticulously perfect timing which
was demanded and received
throughout the show.' For the
most part , though , the
choreography lacked spark, variation, and humor.

ty of the first and the sheer talent
of the second. It was simply boring. The dancers walked around
in endless circles laying down their
packs and picking them back up
again. While the meaning of this
dance was more obvious than that
of the others, the choreography

ft Butler
killing the wench, and solving the
mystery keeps the audience active
and interested.
The cast itself boasts representatives from the freshman and
each of the upper classes, thus furthering Powder and Wig 's ambitious objective of "a part for
everyone."" Featured performers
include: Steve D'andrea, Lisa

Poulin , John Bates , David
Wolfson, Paul Terci, and Sarah
Sherman. As a first production ,
"The Butler Did It" is a potential hit that would give the drama
society an invaluable impetus.
Whether or not a hit will result is
up to Mr. Tarson and his reputedly versatile cast.

Hillary Derby, a professional
costume designer, will bring her
talent in designing and constructing costumes to Colby this
month. She will be on campus
from Oct. 4 - Nov. 12, participating in all aspects of Colby
theater.
During her stay, Derby will offer a three week non-beginner
course in the "Art of Theatrical
Costumes". The class is open to
members of the Associates of Colby Community Theater (ACCT)
and Colby students who have
taken the History of Theatrical
Costunie course at Colby. The
first meeting of the course is Oct.
11 at 7:00 pm. in Stnder Theater.
In additon, Derby will design
the costumes for two Performing
Arts productions; "The Insect
Comedy", which will be their first
play this year, and "Lute Song",
a Chinese opera.
Derby will be also give a public
lecture, "The Art of Theatrical
Costume", during her stay.
A graduate of Boston
Universtiy with a Master of Fine
Arts, Derby is assistant costume
designer for theater at B.U. During the summer, she is also the
costume designer for the Theater
at Monmouth, in Monmouth,
ME. Her stay on campus is being
sponsored by the Performing Arts
Program.
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PI ZZA'S
&
SUB'S
4 Kennedy Drive , W at erville
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Colby over Tufts
by Tim Bonang

Doug Terp fights for the ball
defea t of Tufts.

in the Co l by men 's socce r
photo by Tad Al l yn

Overcast skies and a large
Parents Day crowd greeted the
Colby Soccer team Saturday, and
the Mules responded with an impressive 1-0 win over the talented
but out-manned Tufts University
team . The win was all the more
gratifying, coming , as it did , aft er
a rather lackluster performance
against Bates on Wednesday.
The Ba t es game sa w t he
lethargic Mules play down to the
level of the winless Bobcats. In the
firs t half Colby missed a number
of scoring opportunities. Bates ,
on the other hand , could onl y
must er two sh ots on goal , rarely
test in g the Mules ' defense.
The second half of t he game
brou ght more scorin g chances ,
bu t neither team could put the ball
in the net. Bates let a sure goal slip
away when four Bobcats converged on a beau tifull y placed ball off
an indirec t kick. The ball bounced around for an et ernal few
seconds direc tly in fron t of goalie
Tim McCryst al .as all t he Bobca ts
t ook turns fannin g the air around
the elusive ball. Finally one of
t hem got a foot on it and lof t ed
the ball high over the goal .
Ba t es con t inued t o a pp ly
pressure , as Will Cheever was
forced t o come t he t he rescue wit h
a super defensive play . Cheever
flew throu gh t he air t o block a
shot from point blank range by

Despite outshooting their opponen t 21-13 last Wednesday, Colby Womens Soccer fell prey to the
Bobcats of Bates by a score of 2-1.
The lone Mule goal was scored by
Julie t Blake , unassis ted in the second half. Although at times the
Mules did quite well in controlling play , Coach Terry Parlin expre ssed that Colby "did no t move
to the ball well. "
This past Saturday, however,
su pported , by enthusias tic fans ,
tlie Mules dominated play against
one of their toug her opponents ,
Tuf ts. All of the kinks seemed to
have been wor ked out with . the
Mules functioning like a machine ,
Pa trice Calvin , Juliet Blake; and
Debbie Br ooks all played well in
control ling the midfleld. Carol
Simon at stopper shut down
Tufts ' leading scorer to aidin g the
Mule s In their - 3-1 victory. All
thr ee Colby tallies were scored in
the first hal f. Colby scorers were
Calvin , senior, co-captain Marsha

game, as Marc Burke put his team
on the board at 5:45 in the first
half. Tim Crowley, who turned on
the jets to clear himsel f of a pack
of defenders , tapp ed a lead pass
to Burke down the right side.
Burke
trapped
the ball ,
maneuvered one-on-one past a
Tuf ts defender and beat goalie
Alex Bluckman in t he left corner
for the goal.
Colby continued to keep the
ball in the Jumbo end of t he field
for most of the first half. The

Mules did suffer a scare when
Tuf t s finall y got t he ball int o t he
Colby end . Terry Donnelly just
missed a goal , hitting the
crossbar. The ball bounced
around in fron t of t he net before
an aler t McCrys t al scooped it up
and pulled Colby out of danger.
The star t of the second half was
in direc t contrast to the first as
p lay stayed , for t he most par t, at
midfleld . The relen tless Colby

cont. on p. 16

Colby niens soccer

upsets Thomas

1-0

by David Rocco

Landau , and by Twigg in that
order. Leslie Melcher , a t cen t er
forward , had t wo assis t s for t he
da y. Colby 's t wo goalies , Molly
Couch and Kelly Malloy , made

fine saves throughout the game ,
as the corner stones of Colby 's
defense.

All in all , all of the players had
outstanding days. "I t was the first
time the team has played to Its
potential , added Coach Purlin.
The in tensity and determination
of the Colby women on Saturday
was far above any of their
previous performances. "We
finally proved to ourselves and
others that we have what it
takes ,"sta ted co-captain Marsha
Landau . She also added that If the
Mules played the way they did on
Saturday for the rest of the season
they 'd be undefeated . Determined and enthusiastic after an
outstanding show on Saturday,
tlie Mules prepare for another victory in their next match up vs.
Amherst on Saturday, Oct. S.

Wednesday. All afternoon a bigger Colby team beat Tufts to the
ball , and this made all the difference to the game.
The Mules scored early in the

Football loss

Soccer wins
by Norma Delane y

Bates ' Ju stin Ward , who had easily weaved through a host of Colby defenders to get within a few
feet of the left goal post.
Colby also lost its chance to
bre a k t he deadlo ck. Marc Burke
rock eted a shot from just outside
the penalty area , that the Bates
goalie got in front of, but found
too tough to handle. A hustling
Scott Hunter got to the ball and
nud ged e roller that was handballed by a diving Bates fullback.
This led to a penalty kick for
Burke , who shot high and wide of
Bates ' keeper J eff Boul t on.
Neither team could score befor e
time ran out. The game ended in
a scoreless deadlock as bot h
squads were balanced in the t wo
ten minute overtime periods.
The CBB-title hinges on the
Bowdoin-Ba tes
game
in
November. A Bates win would
give the Bobcats a share of the title with Colby, while a Bowdoin
vict ory would give t he t it le
outright to the Mules.
Colby came out on fire Saturday and t otall y ou tp layed Tuf ts,
much t o the deli ght of the patisan
crowd . The Mules looked like a
t otall y differen t t eam from t he
one that that took the field

Sophomore Debbie Brooks Is a key
factor In Co l by 's control of the
midfleld.
photo by Lauri e Shaver

In a physical misma t ch Colby Foot ball suffered it s second st rai gh t
setbac k of the season 30-7, at the hands of the WPI Boilermakers .
A miserable , rainy afternoon provided a grim settin g for this onesided contest. The game saw the Mule s intimidated by a bigger ,
st ron ger , faster WPI squad which enjoyed the added luxur y of seven
Mule t urnovers , five of which were interceptions.
The Boilermakers jumped out to a quick 14-0 lead only six minutes
into the game as a result of two Colby turnovers . A Boilermaker
interception deep inside Mule territory set up the first WPI score
with a three yard run by Mike Carbone completing the scoring play .
The next Boilennuker tally was set up on the ensuing kickoff as Colby
fumbled deep in their own half of the field. It was Carbone agian
on an 11 yard run giving WPI a 14-0 lend ,
An interception by cornerback Steven Litchfield on the WPI 24
set t he st age for Colby 's only score of the afternoon. Two plays
later a 20 yard run by Francis Kelley brought the Mules within seven .
In the second quarter WPI added two more scores on touchdown
runs by John Scaciotty of four and seven yards. At the end of the
firs t half , the Boilermakers had run up a 27-7 lead.
In the second half , WPI was nearly shutdown as the Mules allowed
only a 24 yard field goal by Dean Ayotte in the fourth quarter. On
offense , Colby was frus trated when inside the WPI 20, t he Mules
were intercepted . The preceding play was critical here as Colby was
called for an illegal lineman down field resulting in a five yard loss
and a loss of down , giving Colby a third nnd long situation.
Coach Chris Raymond poin ted to the WPI offensive line as the
key to the Boilermaker victory. "They physically manhandled us

cont. on p. 14
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Three strai ght for X-C
by Paul Mooney

Colby's men's cross-country
placed 12 of the top 17 finishers
cruising to an early 16-42 win
against Bowdoin last Saturday.
The Mules were only one injured
runner away from a shutout in
this season's final home meet.
The victory came as no surprise
to either side as the floundering
3-6 Polar Bears, havi n g f aced th e
top teams in New England, were
coming off a 15-45 shutout to
Bates the previous week. With last
Saturday 's triumph against Bowdoin , the Mules are perfect in the
season at 5-0.

•co nt.
Football
f rom p. l;j

up front ," said Raymond. The Boilermakers compiled 324 yards
on 74 carries compared with Colby's 174 yards on the day. The passing situation for Colby was dismal with Mule quarterbacks completing three of fifteen passes for 30 yards. Of the five Colby interceptions Ricci accounted for three and Kemble for two,
Despite two consecutive setbacks Raymond kept things in perspective. Noting that he had been through it before, Raymond cited his .
0-5-1 record for the first six games as a coach at UMO. "People
decided to give up on us, but the player s did n't. The next games
we beat nationally ranked UNH, then pounded Princeton senseless
and almost beat Delaware," Raymond continued . "The following
year we won seven football games. It' s, amazing how things will
change with patience."
According to Raymond though patterns are changing. Pointing
to WPI's three second half points, Raymond noted that in both Colby games the floodgates did not open in the second half. Raymond
also noted that at this point last year, Colby had scored only three
poi n ts compared with this year 's three touchdowns. This Saturd ay
Colby will be at Union College for a game starting at 1:30 pm.

place, 28:33). Phil Thomton,-who
placed second and third for Colby the previous two meets, was
bothe red by a tight k n ee an d
finished tenth in the race.

Coach Jim Wescott was pleas-

ed with the tea m's performance,
citing ' 'general improvement.''
Near ly each of his t op runner s

equalled or topped his 1983 personal best time, and some improvements were significant.
Wescott was particularly encouraged by the efforts of Feeley,
Coyle , and Hagen, who c u t 24 ,
15 , and 14 seconds off their
respective times.

X-C takes 3rd

Still confident in his team's
Tom Pickering led the race ,"ability and character, Wescott
from start to finish , coasting to looks toward next Friday's meet
his third consecutive victory in a at Orono against UNH and UMO
t ime of 27:20, and was followed
as the first true challenge of the
by Hans Hagen (27:33), Art season. "Next week,"he said ,
"we'll have a much better idea of
Feeley (27:53), Kevin Farley
(28:04), and Kevin Coyle (6th where we stand."
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by David Mace

Showcasing their incredible array of rugby skills, the Colby
Ruggers pummelled a young New
England College club to within an
inch of their proverbial lives on
Saturday of Parents Weekend.
Despite a sluggish game against
Bowdoin the week before which
ended in a tie, the Mules, hyped
by the large' crowd and the Armageddon theme of the game,
showed the folks what rugby is all
about, beating NEC 20-0. Inspirar
tional in their performance were
Dave Rosenberg and Jeff "Harpo" Martin , who played despite
both illness and inju ry, although
neither was able to complete the
game. Also, a promising rookie
by the name of Willie "Hoss"
Perez made some key contributions. A fine game was played by
all, and "Hungry" Rob Fast also
played on Saturday.
In a solid but losing "B" game,
the "killer BY' presented the
home crowd with some promising
potential from a plethora of new
players. In particular, Phil "Desi
Arnez " Desimone, and John "Big
Toe" Foote played well, despite
the 8-0 loss to NEC. Ashly
"Cracker" Morgan playe

until suffering a mud concussion.
This Saturday, the Colby Ruggers travel to Plymouth State for
a tournament.

Competing in the Bates Invitational this past weekend, Colby
Women's Cross Country made a
courageous effort, fi n ishin g thi rd
to second place Bowdoin while the
host team took the meet.
Before the start of the meet, the
members of the teem were a bit
apprehensive because teammates .
Kris Giblin, Rachel Graham and
Lori Bond were unable to run due
to injuries. However, once the
race began everyone's pre-race
anxieties were forgotten as they
concentrated on their pace.
Running up. front with Bates'
top four runners, Deb Lindberg
placed fifth with a personal best

time of 19:21.- Freshman Jeanne
Guild , also running a personal
best for a fi v e kilo meter race with
a time of 19:42, was second for
Colby and eighth over-all.
Improving her time from last
year, Ginger Prigge ran for 16th
place , fi n ishi n g with a ti me of
20:34. Finishing fourth for Colby, freshman Daryl Agney was
close behind Prigge, placing 19th
with a. time of 21:01. Rachel
Brandzel ran a strong race, bettering her time from last year by
more than a minute. Only a step
behind was Captain Deb Scanlon,
finishing sixth for Colby. In the
seventh position, Ingrid Ekstran
ran to a time of 22:23, followed

co nt. on p. 16
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Co l by Women 's Field Hockey suffered a defeat against
Tuf ts this past Saturda y.
photo by Tad Al l yn
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B-ball fun d rais er

SPORTS THIS WEEK
i"

The Colby Women 's Basket ball
team has begun a subs tantial
fund-raisin g effort in an attem pt
to defray costs of their upcomin g
trip to the Tangerine Bowl Tournament in Orlando , Florida over
t he New Year 's Holida y . Colb y
will face Rollins C olle ge on

Fr iday, October 7
Men's Cross County-UNH at UMO
Men ' s "B" Soccer-Bowdoin
Women ' s Tennls--UMO

Satu rd ay , October 8

t

Football-Union
Men ' s Soccer-Clark
Women ' s Field Hockey-Providence
Women 's Tennis-Bowdoin
Women ' s Cross Country-C olby Invitational
Women ' s Soccer-Amherst

A
H
A

3:00
3:00
3:00

A
H
H
A
H
A

1:30
2:00
2:00
12:00
1:00
2:00

team has played outside of New
England in its history.
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Tuesda y, Octoberll
Men ' s Soccer-Husson
Women ' s Field Hockey-Gordon

H
H

m

"A great deal of time and ef-

m
m

db

TTT
•••

m

3:00

fort went into planning these
events. We did no t want to impose
on tne Colby community, nor
make a circus of the fundrai se rs , " said Coach Gene
DeLorenzo. "We do need t o raise
mone y and by offerin g some
positive inducement for donations , we feel we can make this a
very positive community effort.
Our Women 's Baske tball team
has been very successful ,
athleticall y and academicall y, and
1 feel t hat the t eam deserves a
chance to compete in a tournament of this magnit ude. "
Shoot-a-Thon sign-ups are be-

ing don e now in preparation for
Sunda y's event, while the fund-

raisin g will continue until the close
of the semester. Please contact
Mr. DeLorenz o or the two capta ins for fur t her informa tion
abou t the events planned.

n

S

A

Tw o raffles , pizza club cards ,
Colby notecaids , a Kid' s open
hous e at the Fieldhouse , a Shoota-Thbn , and a Baske tball clinic
are among the highlights of the
fund-raisin g effort. A three day
free trip to the Bahamas over
March vacation , as well as a free
season-pass to Sugarloaf are being raffl ed curren tly by the team
and t eam members are available
on campus selling tickets.

|STUFF |

3:00
4:00

Wednesda y, October 12
Women ' s " B" Field Hockey-Bowd oin

December Jl in fir st round action
while Immaculata College and
Tulane University play in the opposite bracket!. Consolation and
cham pionshi p games will be
played on January 1. This tournament marks t he firs t time t hat
a Colb y Women 's Baske tba ll
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52 Front Street ,Waterville
I
873-6228
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6:30 pm
Foss Din ing Hall

Hamlin 's

Bever age Barn

Thurs , Oct. 6
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Tennis loses
by Bob Aube
Colby's women's tennis team
suffered their first defeat of the
campaign last Friday, a 9-0 setback at the hands of the University of Vermont. The Catamounts
thereby avenged their upset loss to
Colby last year (<S-3). The outcome dropped Colby's record for
the season to 3-1.
Coach Laura Carson was expecting a difficult match going in,
and her worst expectations were
realized when UVM won all but
one of the individual matches in
straight sets. The lone exception
was in the fifth singles, where
Kathy Soderberg won her first set
before submitting in three. Coach
Carson was also pleased with San-

dy Winship's performancein a losing cause. Playing singles, she lost
her match in two close sets (6-4,
7-6).
Carson is anticipating another
tough match this afternoon when
the Mules travel to Norton, Mass.
to take on Wheaton College. Colby also has road tests against
UMO tomorrow and Bowdoin
Saturday. They have beaten UMO
once this season, but will be facing Bowdoin for the first time.
The match figures to tell alot
about Colby's chances for recapturing the state championship.
The Polar Bears are seen as the
main obstacles in Colby's path ,
and a victory over them would do
much to bolster the confidence of
the young Mules.

• W omens cross country
cont. f rom p . \k

by Priscilla Phinney in 23:32.
Kelley MacPhail followed , running a strong race and lowering her
time from last year by almost two
minutes.
Team captain Scanlon is
especially happy with the increase
in the size of the team over the
past few years. She cited the
dedication of the freshman run-

ners, and said that she feels the
team is becoming stronger .
Coach Janet MacColl Price was
pleased with her team's performance at Bates. Many of Colby's
runners finished only a few
seconds behind the Bowdoin
women. Coach Price feels that
these places could easily be reversed with a strong Colby effort in
the upcoming Colby invitations!
meet, this Saturday at 1:00.

soccer
Mens
"I Play " Soccer "A" League •
cont. from p. 13
and Andy Castle was nothing
defense did not allow Tufts to get
their passing game establishedas
the one man disaster area , Bill
Duncombe, proved to be a thorn
in Tuft 's side with his hustle.
The backline of Torgny Anderson, Peter Vigue, Will Cheever

Commisioners: *
Matt Nickerson ext. 2538
Marc Cote ext. 2513
Maria Gonzolez ext. 2409
1. Phi-Delta-Theta
2. GTO III
3. KDR
4. Tau-Delta-Phi
5. Spartan Warriors
6. Mary Low
7. ZP
September
Wed 28
Fri 30

- "I Play" Soccer "B" League

y

October
Mon 3
Wed 5
Fri 7

short of awesome as they helped
keeper McCrystal shut out the
Jumbos for the rest of the day.
The Mules, now 2-2-2, will meet
crosstown rival Thomas on
Wednesday, followed by a match
with Clark on Saturday .

_

4:00

5:00

1 vs 2
3 vs 4

?
;
7 vs 1

2 vs 5
1 vs 3
5 vs 4

ys °

vs

2 vs 7
6vs l

Tues 11
Thur 13

3vs 7
2 vs 5

Mon 17
Wed 19
Fri 21

2 vs 4
3 vs 2
4 vs 7

2 vs 6

Tues 25
Thur 27

3 vs 5
1 vs 3

° VS X
5 vs7

Mon 31

2 vs 4

6vs l

3 vs 7
2 vs fi

4vs 5

November
Wed 2

Fri 4

VS
76 vs3*

; vs ^
1 vs 5

1. Hill-Side" Blues
2. Cosmos
3. ATO
'4. Woodman
5. Screaming Eagles

7.Killer Llomes
8. Heights Ball Busters
9. P]LP
10. Johnson
11. Averill
4:00

5:00

l" vs 2

3 vs 4

5 vs 6
9vs 10

7 vs 8
11 vs 1

Mon 10
Wed 12
Fri 14

2vs 3
6 vs 7
lO vs ll

4 vs 6
8 vs 9
1 vs 3

Tues 18
Thurs 20

2 vs
vs 4
6 8

5 vs 7
9vs ll

Mon 24
Wed 26
Fri 28

10 vs 1
3 vs 6
5vs 8

2 vs 5
4 vs 7
6 vs 9

November
Tues 1
Thurs 3

7vs l0
1 vs 3

ll vs 2
4 vs 8

9vs l0

11 vs 5

September
Thurs. 29
October
Tues 4
Thurs 6

Mon 7

Playoffs : Top four teams. Dates and times to be announced .
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(100 % hefty cotton) , low priced(*5
T-Shirt supporting the divers e,
multi-denominational form of
reli gio n that exis ts at Co lby.
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Please send an application and a brochure about
Rice University ' s JONES GRADUAT E SCHOOL to:
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For Further Information Contact:
Career Planning Office
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School of Administration - A Representative will be
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A....Try Again.
B....You might want to be ac
a p hilosophy major.
C.... You should f ind Mike Muir ,
Andrew Maley, or Chap lain Ineson
and force them to sell you a shirt ,
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INTERESTED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN
ACCOUNTIN G?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
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(please print)
¦

ADDRESS
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DEGRE E DATE

RICE UN I VERS I TY
JONES GRADUATE SC HOOL OF ADMINISTRAT I ON

P.O. BOX 1 892
H O USTON , TEXAS 77001
(7 13) 527-A893
Rice Un i vers i ty is an equal oppor tun i ty/affir mativ e
ac tion Institu tion .
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From anti-ahortion terrorists to speaking Spanish
traumatic.
informing them in pejorative
As many women her age have terms about their daughter 's decidone, our friend' s client had ter- sion. Subsequent letters appealed
WASHINGTON - The other minated a pregnancy to prevent a for contributions lo the antiday we received a phone call from disruption in her career. She'd abortion cause. As a result of the
an attorney in Newport Beach, receivedproper medical counsel as disclosure, parents and daughter
Calif. A 28-year-old client, he well as support from friends. aren't on speaking terms.
She'd not told her parents.
said , had undergone an abortion
That some anti-abortionists
Within two days, however, the employ such postal terrorism
at a local hospital. While the procedure had gone smoothly, the first of three letters arrived at the hardly shocks Jane Gmenebaum
aftermath had proved more Cleveland home of her parents, of the National Abortion Federation , a group that monitors
harassment of abortion 'clinics.
"Some of these people deliberately copy down the lic«nse plate
numbers of cars parked outside
Student Safety Advocates
abortion clinics and then harass
their owners with phone calls and
To the Editor:
Heights Community Room, 8:30 mail," Gmenebaum says. "Other
Champlin Lounge
groups go so far as to... physically
In an effort to raise student
Monday, October 10: 8:30 Foss block the doorway, adding to the
consciousness about safety issues
Dining Hall
stress of women who are undergoin general, as well as introduce the
Wednesday , October 12: 7:00 ing the operation.
services provided be Student SafeLeonard Lounge , 8:30 Pi Lam
To their credit, some antity Advocates, we will be holding
Lounge
iabortion
organizations, including
a series of forums beginning on
October 16: 7:00 Mary the National Right to Life ComSunday,
Sunday, October 9. Each presenLounge, 8:30 Dana TV nimittee, Inc. (the largest such
tation will consist of a fifteen Low
Lounge
group in America), say they opminute slide-tape dealing with
Monday , October 17: 8:30 pose any tactics that violate an inwomen 's_. safefv.
fnllnwcH
liv
an
.Lounge.
dividual's privacy .
introduction to the new Student Sturtevant
Student Safety is a crucial issue,
Unfortunately , they often have
Safety Advocate program; we will
even at a small , rurally-situated trouble influencing their comalso be available to answer any
like Colby. We hope you patriots. "It's a difficult situation
questions as well. Because we feel college
will
take
the time to attend one of for us," admits Dan Donehey of
that small gatherings will be most nnr fnnims.
the Right to Life Committee. "No
effective, we are scheduling eight
Sincerely
small, 30 minute forums, rather
Joy Volvani, Kathy Shaw ,
than one large all-campus presenand Ric Craig
tation. The schedule is as follows:
Student Safety Advocates
Sunday, October 9: 7:00
by Maxwell Glen
and Cody Shearer
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one organization can control (an
entire) grass-roots movement. "
Meanwhile, the California attorney says his client intends to
sue the hospital for damages stemming from invasion of her
privacy. But there may be no legal
recourse to zealotry.

Would it play in Burbank? In
guidelines recently issued to its
television programmers and news
editors, the British Broadcasting
Corp. has discouraged violence on
the air, including footage of dead
bodies and grieving people taken
at close range. "Television maybe
a window on the world, but there
are few real windows out of which
While the cause may lie in its
an ordinary person will actually ratings, NBC News has received
see an execution or a wife being only 13,000 written requests for its
beaten," says a pamphlet contain- recently published primer, "Cening the new guidelines, ad- tral America in Turmoil. " The
ding, "..any attempt to make 16-page pamphlet, occasionally
violence an essential characteristic hawked to viewers of the "NBC
of manliness should be avoided." Nightly News" and "Today"
shows, includes statistical data
about each country in the region
Ronald Reagan can surprise and candid personal observations
even his biggest critics. Last week, by NBC correspondents. Copies
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much?
Habla Espanol
Katherine D. Ortega, who is
replacing Angela Bay Buchanan
as U.S. treasurer, is President
Reagan 's most prominent
Hispanic appointment of late. Yet
members of Hispanic groups who
gathered one afternoon recently to
congratulate Ortega say that she
refused to converse' with wellwishers in Spanish. For the
record , Ortega's office contends
that the former bank executive
speaks Spanish fluently.
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That Cofby*s organizations and administration work well is not always evident,
and detf actors from Ij oth are ea&y lo find. Two things have happened over the p m
- weeks to dispel thai feeling, however, and both bear mention.,
The adminlstfMian 's handling of the Holy Cross rugby teano tfmt harassed » Col*
by Woman physically and three Preshman wotnen v*ri?aUy, as well *s doing $1400
worth of damage, wwcorocttdable.. Stan Ntehofetirn Admhtistaitive Vice. PrwldeiM, v
md Cteati of the College Karl Smith acted quic% and wisely In. removing foe team s*
JVdWithe cflrhpti*. Thereafter, (he adrototatla^fts a whole acted with refct«iln£8rtd
ttootf Judgement, ailawins. Holy Crow to deal with the offenders. Students ware naUfldd
of the Incident through t|i« safety bulletins, and, this time at kmt,, what rofyhr. b ava
he«» a maj or taut*was handled well* and Hp i from mowing out of proportion*
Odd though H is to cite a party as reason for cwmfendatton, ftfc wefl> nonetheless
- ih« j&cand the IFC each are to be congratulated (ot their daw* la*t wtiu The
(nu t? wn$ won thought »W« fMwied artd executed.. Althoughover 400 people sttow*
«d ap. m& 20 kep of bm ware cotHwfned, no damage to property or person w»s
Nflpo wad m riswiij.t«nn th$ party* Ityttoarmot^ ttw theorinni^ta acted tocher
\it eoheawantag. Ust y«ar? the usefulness <st lit* %tC ty«w, at time**called into qu*»> ^ .
tlojw mud *he relations between thotwo o*$aittotvtbn&sawed, *t tunw, «nt«g;on$st)c<
Wotklttfc towthfcfr howavef,they oad and did ptova that Calbtfs m&immtwVc
s
a flood tftn^ without HWtfofc 0tfw #tof>fe,
Moating* or ewwx. t U ptttat* Dottt>lte$fr both ttdnUntalratlon and the student
organisationswill .make Mistakes this ywr> Bat itftydft thtnHl>e t Jven wbera It ft duo,
\
Und rlfifoi now poth student* *nd administration wwm It,

Kath y Colbert

Bill Donahue

Since 1965, the average life expectancy among men in the Soviet
Union has dropped from 66.2
years to 61.9 years, or more than
four years, according to a report
released last week by the Parisbased National Institute of
Demographic Studies.

Colby can work
<

Nev/s Editor

can be obtained from NBC News,
New York , N.Y. 10020.
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Editor

the president refused to appeal a
Supreme Court decision affirming
the right of states to tax the outof-state profits of every company
with operations in their jurisdictions. Largely favored by liberals,
"unitary tax" schemes employed
by many states have infuriated Big
Business here and abroad. For
Reagan, however, the decision to
back them reflects other political
sensitivities: statehouse support
for New Federalism. Invalidation
of the unitary tax scheme would
have cost the 34 states now using
it about $730 million in lost
revenue annually .
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Alumni aid in Career p laeement
Want a job this summer? Or an internship? Or advice on how
to start on your career? Maybe a friend in California who wants
to come here, and needs an interview? There is one group that can
help you out in any of these situations. They 'r e Colby 's alumni,
and they've been helping out Colby undergrads more and more in
recent years.
Several workshops for alumni volunteer groups were held here
recently. These seminars were designed, according to Susan Conan, Associate Director of Alumni Relations, to enable Reunion Committees, alumni interviewers, class corespondents, and class agents
to prepare "for the mechanics of accomplishing what they are planning to do for the coming year."
Many alumni activities have a direct impact on Colby students.

s ecufttti's

Fund-raising, for example, has enabled tuition fees to rise at a much
slower rate than would otherwise be possible. Alumni contributions
increased last year, pushing the Annual Fund over the one million
dollar mark. Conan pointed out that this fund "has reduced students'
cost to go to school this year by over two thousand dollars per
student."
Alumni are also extremely helpful in assisting Career Services.
Conan and Linda Cotter, Alumni Liason at Career Services, work
together in identifying alumni who would be willing to help Colby
graduates and undergraduates. There was an excellent response to
a questionnaire that Career Services sent to all alumni last year. As
a result, Cotter has been able to utilize alumni experience and willingness to help to bring many important services to Colby students.
The Returning Alumni Professional Program is designed to assist
students in deciding on, and pursuing, a career. Recently Robert
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Burke ('61), a Colby Trustee, spoke to a packed Given Auditorium
about the secret to success in interviews, resumes, and landing a
job. Cotter was quite pleased with the event, adding "th at 's the sort
of thing we will have all year."
Alumni have offered to aid job-hunting students in other ways.
In many cities alumni are not only willing to talk to students about
career possibilities but also to provide a place to stay overnight for
those who might be interviewing off-campus.
Internships are yet another way in which alumni have
demonstrated an eagerness to provide aid to Colby students. Last
spring, following the return of the questionnaires, Cotter was able
to reactivate a file of alumni-sponsored internships. Several Colby
students took advantage of this last summer with many more expected during January.
"We have a listing ot about 150 tirm ott-campus Jan-Plan opportunities," Cotter said. These represent a good cross-section of
fields including education, law, politics, the scien ces, and the arts.
Many of the sponsoring alumni have expressed a willingness to house
students during the internship. Career Services is sponsoring an internship workshop on October 10 to inform interested students of
the alumni support.
Alumni Clubs in the major New England cities supplement the
network available to Colby students. The Boston Alumni Club, in
cooperation with Career Services will be conducting a "Job Fair"
sometime this year. Although still in the planning stages, it promises
to be an excellent opportunity to exchange career information.
Both Conan and Cotter were very pleased with the. alumni responsiveness to the needs of Colby in general, and to the students in particular. "Alumni have been delighted to help," Cotter said. "They
are excited about the possibility of working with Colby students."

Sound Trac
rocks p arty
by Bill Donahue

The outdoor party cosponsored
Friday by the Residential Life
Council (RLC) and the Interfraternity Council (IFC) was, in
the words of Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger , "a great
success."
Approximately 800 people attended the party, which was held
on fraternity row. According to
Kaiya Vittands, RLC Chairperson, many faculty members and
parents were present. She said, "It
was good to see faculty , parents,
and students mixing together and
accepting one another." Sound
Trac entertained the party-goers
with a live music show featuring
cover performances of popular
sonss.
The IFC and the RLC split the
$2,000 cost of the party evenly.
The IFC divided its $1,000 cost
equally between all eight
fraternities.

Sound Trac received $700 for
performing at the party, which
lasted from 8 pm. to midnight and
$300 was spent on a rented sound
system. The remaining $1,000 was
used to purchase twenty kegs.
In addition to the free beer, the
RLC and the IFC provided free
cider and sold hot dogs, which
they bought from Sellers.
Vittands said, "We showed the
administration that students can
put on a responsible party without
problems."
Sietzinger agreed: "The fraternities realize that they must conduct themselves in a good manner. It 's very encouraging that
they can sponsor a party with the
RLC without any indecent
reports."
Vittands is hopeful that the
RLC and IFC can cosponsor
another party soon. However,
because such a party necessitates
good weather, another party
would not be possible until spring.

Want to say some thin g about it ?
Say it in the ECHO
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due by 5pm Monday for the foll owing iss ue, at the ECHO off ice

Colby in search of itself

- by Michael. Heel

Colby College is in the midst of an identity crisis. The entire community of the college - students, faculty , and administration - seem to suffer from a newly birthed syndrome
questioning the college as a viable institution. At times it is
difficult to determine how, and if , Colby is unique. It is certainly gratifying to be the Dean of Students at Brown,
prestigious to be a faculty member at Cornell, and ego boosti ng
to be enrolled as a student at Harvard . What novelty is there
in bei n g affiliated with Colby ? I certa inly cannot , and will not
attempt to tackle this question. Surely the Admissions Department possesses armloads of material lauding Colby's many
attributes, and undoubtedly any admissions officer would gladly poi n t ou t Colby 's "plentiful resources for social, cultural ,
and academic interaction. "
Now is no t the ti me to be idealistic , however . Colby is not
a cu ltur al or social mecca , as the most optimistic Colbyites
wou ld have u s, or in ter ested high school sen iors, believe. To
som e, Colby is at best mediocre, representing a small school
offering a Bachelor of Arts degree that is a stepping stone to
a career...period.
Enthusiasm for the school isn't just dying - it 's being
murdered by misplaced students and envious administrators
eying other ''more prestigious" institutions and attempting to
live "up" to the seeming success that other schools have
enjoyed.
This is not a restrictive thought. We are all guilty in one
way or another of damaging the ideal of the perfect Colby
generation. Until we calm our own unsettled feelings about
the school we've chosen to experience, Colby will continue to
be a faceless institution in search of itself.
Our own administration is the most paradoxical source of
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Colby discontent. Although the administration is the one entity here which should be "high " on Colby, students receive
many "negative vibes" from the Dean of Students Office. Inconsistencies abound in administrative policy toward students.
The four graduating classes are encouraged to unite thier
students together as a single group, yet they are not permitted
to use the one facility which would allow such events to take
pla ce; we ar e t old we ar e adu lts an d that our u se of a lcoh ol
is at our own discretion , yet funds from our own student
government - funds allocated for student events - may not be
used to purchase alcohol; we are deemed a proud and unique
school , yet negative comparisons with Bates, Bowdoin, and
other New England colleges are endless. One Colby dean was
noted for his statement that certain Colby students have made
statements to prospective freshmen like '"Go to Bowdoin ' and worse!"

This exemplifies the administration 's attitude that practically
places Colby beneath Bowdoin and the other NESCAC
schools. We fear Bowdoin, instead of challenging it. By placing Colby in the shadows of other institutions, the Colby administration introduces a feeling of inferiority among the
students - a feeling which the students themselves expand upon.
Student discontent with Colby should be a primary concern.
Too many times have I heard a student complain he/she was
"st u ck " here , or that this school was his/her third or fourth
choice. For those who were turned down at Williams, Harvard, or Hamilton, 1am sorry. Colby cannot boast of the quality of students that Ivy League schools possess, bu t clearly this
college is more than a school of Ivy League rejects. There are,
believe it or not, students here who could have gone to those
schools, but did not; and there are those who entered Colby

on the early decision basis, and still others who have transferred to Colby. If this school has nothing to offer a lamenting
student who bemoans his Dartmouth or Yale rejection , then
it is time for that student to move on.
Finally , the faculty present the biggest challenge in easing
the identity crisis. Clearly, the one group at Colby which can
draw favorable comparisons between this school and its
students and those of other institutions, rarely does so. When
a faculty member does submit a letter to the ECHO, their
remarks are often belittling and usually critical of Colby
students. Negativestereotyping is the most common occurence
in a faculty forum, and I find it ironic that the one group which
could spur a drive for a true college identity channels its effo rts to abolish a single part of the institution, instead of helping to develop the whole. A variety of faculty members have
labelled groups of students as "sexist," y et only one department chair at Colby is a woman; some of the same faculty
member s have char ged studen ts with racism, yet few minority professors instruct at Colby; the faculty has deemed Colby
st uden ts elitist , yet kw members of the faculty make any effort to mingle with students on a regular basis, and even fewer
invite students to their homes. The faculty's attitude toward
students at Colby depicts a lack of enthusiasm; students interp ret this as a lack of respect , and respond accordingly.
In short , the pervading attitude existing at Colby is one of
disdain . The atmosphere enveloping the campus is filled with
n ega tivism , largely due to feelings of apparent envy among
the administration , inadequacy among the students, and
coolness among the faculty. The situation is not nearly as severe
as I have made it seem. This school has more to offer now
than ever before. However, Colby cannot come into its own
as a truly unique, competitive, and proud institution until
changes in campus attitude occur.
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Saturday October 15
8:30 PM
Wadsworth Gymnasiuiii
$5 with Colby
Student ID

Tickets

$7 general &
day of show

On sale at Bowdoin, Bates, UMF , Unity
and Recor d Connection 254 Main , Waterville
Call Box Office , ext. 2333, fo r fu rther information.
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